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ABSTRACT
Intelligent Tutoring Systems have made great advances in
providing assessment and useful feedback in domains with wellstructured problems, where start state, rules, or goals of a
problem are well formalized and used to reach an
unambiguously correct or incorrect solution. The problems of illdefined domain often possess multiple solutions. Plausible
student solutions of ill-defined problems are deemed wrong by
tutoring system if they do not match the known solution
accepted by the system. This paper describes a mechanism and
the results of a tutoring system in an ill-defined domain such as
the English language, for accepting plausible student solutions
for ill-defined problems. The WordNet is deployed as a
knowledge base, which is a lexical resource of English language
database. Semantic similarity measure technique uses WordNet
ontology hierarchy to accept the student plausible solutions. The
student solutions of cloze passages were evaluated by a group of
English experts and compared against a semantic similarity
measure.
The experts agreed among themselves with a
correlation of 0.7 with p<0.05. The correlation between semantic
similarity and experts is 0.58 with p<0.05 to indicate valid
hypothesis. The area under the curve of ROC is 0.76.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent tutoring system (ITS) is any computer-based learning
system which attempt to provide direct customized instruction or
feedback to student, while performing a task. Intelligent
Tutoring Systems have made great strides in providing
assessment and useful feedback in well-defined domain.
Well-defined domains tutors are characterized by a basic formal
theory, strong domain model to structure the relevant domain
knowledge and to validate student actions. Operationalizing the
domain theory makes it possible to identify study problems,
provide a clear problem solving strategy, and assess student
solutions definitively based on the existence of unambiguous
answers which is classified as correct or incorrect [1]. Welldefined domain tutors can provide help readily by comparing
student problem solving steps to the existing domain model. This
has permitted the development of strong, domain-general
methodologies such as model-tracing systems and constraintbased tutors [2]. Examples include well-defined domain tutors
for Physics (Andes Tutor) [3], Mathematics (ActiveMath) [4],
Algebra (PAT) [5], AGP [3], Database (SQL-Tutor) [6].
Ill-defined domains often depend on reasoned argument rather
than formal proofs [2]. Ill-defined problem has multiple
solutions and there exists no unambiguously correct solution
which makes the process of assessing student solution, providing
feedback, modeling student knowledge, or measuring
performance correspondingly a little difficult.

Tutoring systems are normally constructed with some problem
scenarios together with their solutions, which have been preapproved by human experts. In some cases the solutions are built
in to the system, while in other cases they are produced on run
time based on logical rules. If a student solution coincides with
one stored into or generated by the system, then it is deemed
acceptable. However, if the student solution is otherwise correct
but not the same as the one recognized by the system, then it is
rejected as incorrect. As a result of this, students who use the
tutoring system, train themselves to produce just the solutions
accepted by the system and they are not encouraged to think
creatively and explore a wider variety of solutions [7].
There have been several ITSs developed for English domain,
such as English Tutor [8], the VP2 [9], Spengels [10],
Compounds [11] for learning to use compounds in English,
CAPIT [12] teaches capitalisation and punctuation, Passive
Voice Tutor [13] teaches passive voice of English grammar and
the REAP [14, 15] for learning vocabulary, reading
comprehension. However, existing tutoring systems of English
have not focused on providing a greater solution space than the
one explicitly encoded into the system. This paper provides a
mechanism of expanding the solution space and reports its
accuracy results.

2. METHODS
Examples of identified problems leading to ill-definedness are
English cloze passages. A cloze passage is a piece of text in
which words have been omitted throughout. The objective of
cloze activity is to increase reading comprehension. The
objective for the student is to predict words that belong in the
blanks of the cloze passage. There could be multiple acceptable
students predict words for each omitted words. Passage context
makes a little easier for students to recognize the correct solution
in a cloze passage.
We have considered only nouns and verbs to be omitted
throughout in cloze passages. The two cloze passages [19] have
been changed by filling up those omitted words which were
prepositions, adjectives and adverbs and then omitting some
words which were nouns and verbs. One cloze passage was just
a passage, but was made it a cloze passage by omitting some
words which were nouns and verbs. One example of cloze
passage is given below.

A. Example of Cloze Passage
“When all the people had assembled, the king surrounded by his
court, ____1_____ a signal. Then a door beneath him opened,
and the accused man stepped out into the arena. Directly
opposite him were two doors, exactly alike and side by side. It
was the duty and the privilege of the person on trial to walk
directly to these doors and open one of them. He could open
either door he ____2_____; he was subject to no guidance or
influence but that of impartial and incorruptible chance. If he
opened the one, there ____3____ of it a hungry tiger, the
fiercest and most cruel that could be found, which immediately
sprang upon him and ____4_____ him to pieces as a punishment
for his guilt. But, if the accused person opened the other door,
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out of it came a beautiful lady, and to this lady he was
immediately married, as a ____5_____ of his innocence. This
was the king’s ____6_____ of administering justice. Its perfect
fairness is obvious. The criminal could not know out of which
door would come the lady; he opened either he pleased, without
having the slightest ____7_____ whether, in the next instant, he
was to be devoured or ____8_____. So the accused person was
instantly ____9_____ if guilty, and, if innocent, he was rewarded
on the spot”. Adapted from The Lady or the Tiger by Frank
Stockton [19].

B. WordNet
To represent English language knowledge in an ITS domain
model, WordNet database is employed as a domain knowledge,
which models the lexical knowledge of English domain.
Synonym sets (synsets) are formed by grouping nouns,
adjectives, verbs and adverbs. A word can be found in multiple
synsets. Each synset essentially represents a concept in the
English language. A synset includes the definition of the concept
along with an example sentence. Synsets are connected to each
other through various relationships such as hypernym, hyponym,
synonym, antonym, meronym, holonym.
WordNet [16] contains more than 118,000 different word forms
and more than 90,000 different word senses, or more than
166,000 word forms and sense pairs.
WordNet.Net library is the .Net Framework library for
WordNet. WordNet.Net was originally created by Malcolm
Crowe which is now superceded by several WordNet database
versions and library enhancements or bug fixes.

C. Semantic Similarity Measure
Semantic Similarity relates to computing the conceptual
similarity between terms which are not necessarily lexically
similar. Semantic similarity is measured between two English
words by exploring the utility of WordNet, which is a valuable
English knowledge base.
Nouns and verbs are arranged into taxonomies, so that concepts
and word senses are connected among themselves through
various relationships. A semantic relation is one which connects
two synsets, whereas a lexical relation is one which connects two
members of different synsets. For example, hyponym and
hypernym are semantic relations, whereas antonym is a lexical
relation.
Although WordNet also contains other Part Of Speech (POS)
items, such as adverbs and adjectives, those items are not
organized in IS-A hierarchies.
For computing WordNet-based semantic similarity, we
employed the open source made available by Thanh Ngoc Dao
and Troy Simpson [17]. This incorporated both WordNet.Net
library for WordNet 2.1 and the source code that measures
semantic similarity. The source code is connected to WordNet
2.1 via WordNet.Net.
Hyponym/Hypernym (or IS-A relations) used to measure the
semantic similarity between two synsets and WordNet has 82%
of IS-A relations. Parts of speech of “noun-noun” and “verbverb“ are only considered, due to the limitation of IS-A
hierarchies.
Semantic similarity is measured between two words for each of
its verb-verb/ noun-noun relations. When two words have both
noun and verb relations and also semantic similarity exist for
both relations then the relation that has higher semantic
similarity is considered.

Thanh Ngoc Dao and Troy Simpson [17] addressed various
issues for computing semantic similarity.

D. Measuring Similarity
Thanh Ngoc Dao and Troy Simpson implemented the Wu and
Palmer method [18] for computing Semantic Similarity between
two words or concepts. Wu and Palmer method is an edge based
approach which is easy to implement and provides the
acceptable accuracy in very simple taxonomy. The measure
takes into account both path length and depth of the least
common superconcept. Path length is measured in nodes/vertices
rather than in links/edges. The length of the path between two
members of the same synsets is 1(synonym relations).
Measure of semantic similarity is numbered between 0 and 1.
Where 0 signifies little-to-none and 1 signifies extremely high
similarity.
Thanh Ngoc Dao and Troy Simpson [17], implemented the
equation proposed by Wu and Palmer.

Sim(s, t) = 2 * depth(LCS) / (depth(s) + depth(t))




Where s and t: denote the source and target
words being compared.
Depth(s): is the shortest distance from root node
to a node S on the taxonomy where the synset of
S lies.
LCS: denotes the least common superconcept of
s and t.

Examples: The few examples of semantic similarity measure
between some sources and targets by using the above Wu and
Palmer equation are given below.

Sim(dean, head)= ?
depth(dean) = 9
depth(head) = 6
depth(LCS(person, individual,..)) = 6
Sim(dean, head)= 2*6 / 9+6 = 0.8
Sim(professor, lecturer)= ?
depth(professor) = 9
depth(lecturer) = 8
depth(LCS(educator, pedagogy)) = 7
Sim(professor, lecturer) = 2 * 7/ 9 + 8 =14 / 17 =
0.82
Sim(teacher, instructor)= ?
depth(teacher) = 8
epth(instructor) = 8
depth(LCS(object) = 8
Sim(teacher, instructor) = 2*8 / 8+8 = 1
Intuitively, we got semantic similarity results between two
concepts or words based on path length and least common
superconcept between them. Semantic similarity results are
extremely high i.e 1, if there is no path length between concepts
such as teacher and instructor. Semantic similarity results
become lower as the distance between concepts and its least
common superconcept is increased.
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3. EVALUATION
ROC Curve

TPR

In order to evaluate accuracy of the strategy for ill-defined
problems, three English passages which contain 25 ill-defined
problems were solved by 10 students of intermediate level. The
total 250 solutions of ill-defined problems were collected by
students in which 100 student solutions were not considered for
evaluation because that student’s solutions were exactly matched
with the particular solutions of given problems. The other 150
student solutions were considered as a sample size because that
were not exactly matched with the particular solutions of given
problems. The 150 student solutions were then evaluated by 3
English experts of Isra University and 1 English expert of
Degree College Hyderabad. Then the semantic similarity
measure technique was run against student solutions and
semantic similarity measure values were recorded.
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Figure 1. ROC Curve of First Evaluation

The collected student’s solutions were evaluated twice to
validate its plausibleness because the last 4th expert correlation
with others was a little lower. The experts ranked students
different solutions according to their accuracy and relevance. For
the first time evaluation, all 4 experts ranking results are
evaluated. For the second time evaluation, first 3 experts ranking
results are evaluated because of their more satisfactory
correlation that indicate a valid hypothesis and excluding the 4th
expert ranking result because of its little lower correlation with
others.
The 4 experts agreed among themselves with a correlation of
0.64 with p<0.05. The student’s solutions were also measured by
the semantic similarity approach. The correlation between
semantic similarity values and average 4 experts results for each
student’s solutions is 0.54 with p<0.05. Whereas the 3 experts
agreed among themselves with a correlation of 0.7 with p<0.05
and correlation between first 3 experts and semantic similarity
values is 0.58 with p<0.05.

A. First Evaluation ROC
For the first time evaluation, all 4 experts ranking results and
semantic similarity measure values were evaluated using ROC
analysis. The entire student’s solutions that had an average of
expert ranking above and equal to 4 were considered acceptable
or plausible. Set of different cutoff for semantic similarity
measure and those students solutions, which scored above and
equal to the cutoff were considered acceptable or plausible.
Based on average experts ranking and semantic similarity values,
evaluated all 150 students solutions using ROC analysis. If the
outcome from a semantic similarity measure is positive (above
or equal the cutoff) and the human expert ranking result is also
positive (above or equal 4), then it is called a true positive (TP);
however if the expert ranking result average is negative (less
than 4) then it is said to be a false positive (FP). Conversely, a
true negative (TN) has occurred when both the semantic
similarity outcome and the expert outcome are negative, and
false negative (FN) is when the semantic similarity measure
outcome is negative while the expert ranking is positive. The
area under the curve comes out to be 0.71 (Figure 1)

B. Second Evaluation ROC
For the second time evaluation, the first 3 experts ranking results
excluding the last 4th expert are evaluated due to its lowest
correlation. The first 3 experts ranking results and semantic
similarity measure values are again evaluated using ROC
analysis and the area under the curve of ROC is 0.76 (Fig. 2).
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In order to collect student plausible solutions for evaluating the
strategy such type of three passages were given to students,
where they were asked to answer the cloze passages. The 4
English experts were given a questionnaire of all passages
containing all 150 student solutions with particular solutions of
given problems along with ranking categories. The experts were
asked to rate the acceptability of each student solution on a scale
of 1-5, where 1 implied unacceptable, 2 implied not quite
acceptable, 3 implied Neutral, 4 implied close to acceptable and
5 implied acceptable.
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Figure 2. ROC Curve of Second Evaluation

4. DISCUSSION
From the evaluation, it is seen that the last 4th expert has lower
correlation that’s why the student solutions were evaluated
twice, for the first time evaluated by all 4 experts and second
time by the first 3 experts.
Those student solutions which are synonyms of the particular
solutions have got higher ranking by experts which is
“Acceptable-5” and “close to acceptable-4”. The strategy also
has extremely higher semantic similarity result for that student
solutions i-e 1, because both the student solutions and particular
solutions of given problems lie on the same synset of ‘WordNet
ontology’. Hence, it is concluded that the strategy “semantic
similarity measure“ can result very well to that plausible student
solutions which are synonyms of particular solutions.
Whereas the semantic similarity measure responses were not
extremely high for those student’s solutions which are
hypernym/ hyponym of particular solution but according to
context it can fit on a blank and also ranked 5 or 4 by expert.
Because those students plausible solutions and particular
solution don’t lie on the same synset and plausible student
solutions were on some distance to the particular solution in
WordNet ontology.
In the first evaluation, it is seen that 6 FP student solutions were
at cutoff 0.96 and in second evaluation that was only 1. The TP
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in second evaluation was also increased by accepting that 5 FP
student solutions at cutoff 0.96 of first evaluation, because that 5
student solutions were ranked 5 or 4 by first 3 experts but not
ranked 5 or 4 by the 4th expert. That’s why second evaluation
resulted in increasing TPR and decreasing FPR at all cutoffs
compared to the first evaluation. The correlation of first 3
experts ranking results and experts with semantic similarity
measure values were also increased. The area under the curve of
ROC is also increased (Figure 2).

5. CONCLUSIONS
The ROC curve shows fair results for our method of accepting
plausible solutions; however, the results could be improved.
Other techniques for accepting plausible solutions should also be
investigated that could possibly lead to improved results.
This paper addresses the problem of accepting plausible student
solutions in English ill-defined domain but by using our
proposed strategy, ill-defined problems of other ill-defined
domains could also solve this problem.
This paper is focused only on assessment of ill-defined problems
in English domain that could extend to develop ITS prototype
which provides feedback to students. Assessment could be
extended to accept also those plausible student solutions which
are acceptable according to context. More evaluation of learning
outcome for ITS could also be conducted.
Further English tutoring system could be extended to assess best
solution among multiple acceptable solutions. As ill-defined
problem possess multiple solutions and contain uncertainty
about which solution is best. To select best solution among
multiple solutions, assess the viability of alternative solutions by
constructing arguments and articulating personal beliefs. The
argumentation can provide a valuable assessment of the learner’s
problem solving ability.
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